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Abstract— We present here a description of our initial efforts
in developing a Biosignal Acquisition Space and Environment
(BASE) to collect a large open access dataset of human
everyday activities. The final dataset is planned to consist
of synchronously recorded biosignals from 100 participants
performing everyday activities while describing their task
through use of think-aloud protocols. Biosignals encompass
six different modalities, with one first person and seven third
person cameras, a nine camera motion capture system, one
near distance speech microphone and one far distance room
microphone, four channel EMG, 16 channel EEG and an eye
tracker. The data is collected in the context of the EASE
collaborative research center and is intended to benefit the
robotics community. This paper provides details regarding the
sensors, devices and software used for the data recording as
well as insights into the recorded biosignal data streams.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The goal of the EASE collaborative research center
(http://ease-crc.org) is to enable robots to master
the execution of everyday activities, even from limited instructions. We collect, segment, and annotate data along with
an embedding into semantic representations to investigate
how humans perform and structure everyday activities. For
this purpose we are recording a dataset of biosignals—timealigned multimodal multisensory streams of signals emitted
by the human body. The dataset is meant to facilitate science
and engineering in cognitive robotics. Once the ethics approval is granted, the dataset will be made publicly available.
As a first step, we are collecting a dataset of participants
who were given the task to set the table while being recorded
with different sensors under various conditions (e.g. for
different number of people, different meals, and different
degrees of required formalism) to uncover activity and task
structure. The dataset is called the EASE table setting dataset
(EASE-TSD), and will contain sessions of at least 100
participants.
In the second step, the data is semantically annotated on
different levels of granularity and abstraction on the basis of
concurrent and retrospective think-aloud descriptions. While
there are many datasets of humans performing everyday
activities, a large dataset recorded using a manifold of
synchronously recorded biosignals has, to our knowledge,
not been created yet. Comparable work has been done with
the SFB588 Basic Kitchen Tasks Dataset [1], the EPICKitchens dataset [2], the TUM kitchen data set [3] and the
50 salads dataset [4].
This article describes the technical details of the recording
process and gives insights into the data. For the scenario and
details on the experiment see [5].
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II. S ENSORS
To capture the full spectrum of human everyday activity,
we are recording multiple modalities of human behavior via
different stationary and body-worn sensors, resulting in a
variety of biosignals: body motion, eye activity, acceleration,
speech, environment sound, muscle activity of the forearms,
brain activity and first and thrid person video. In comparison
to data collection which only covers distant measurements
(mostly video and audio), this multisensor approach allows
us to create more comprehensive bottom-up models of the
activities covering different perspectives, time scales, and
levels of granularity.
A. Motion Capture System
In order to track movement of the human body precisely,
an OptiTrack motion capture system is used. The system
requires reflective markers at each body part, which includes
arms, legs, head, upper body, as well as hands and fingers.
The hands are especially important to capture grasping and
releasing movements. Nine active infrared cameras (OptiTrack Prime 13W) are positioned around the space such that
at least two cameras can see each marker at a given point
in time. The system yields 3D coordinates of the markers
or, alternately, positions and orientations of the body parts.
Tracking the remaining objects in the motion capture space
was determined to be impractical, since the markers are either
too big, such that they hamper free movement of the objects,
or too small to be detected within the two meter range of
the closest cameras. The small size of the finger markers
also causes problems in precision. Marker occlusion occurs
when a person is close to a table. However, errors can be
corrected in post-processing with a body model that corrects
for physically improbable movements.
B. Video Cameras
Six cameras used for scene views are affixed to the truss
structure: four on the sides and two directly above each table.
A seventh camera is hung from the ceiling to provide a
full room view. Instead of a more expensive machine vision
system, an assembly of webcams (Logitech C930) were
chosen. The recorded streams have a resolution of 1280x720
pixels and a frame rate of 30Hz. We aim to use loss-less
compression, since computer vision algorithms tend to work
best on the raw video material. Uncompressed video requires
huge amounts of data storage space. For this reason, there is
a trade-off between resolution, frame rate, spatial or temporal
compression and data storage space.

Fig. 1.

EMG, electrode placement with four electrodes per arm.

C. Microphones
The experimental setup includes two microphones. The
first microphone is suspended centrally above the motion
capture space and records the environmental sounds of the
scene. For example the placing of a dish on a table creates a
loud, distinct and sudden noise, which can help to determine
the exact moment the dish touches the table. A second
head-mounted microphone records the participant’s voice. A
central element of the experiment are the participants’ vocal
reports describing their own activity during a trial. Protocols
are recorded concurrently during table setting or retrospectively immediately after table setting (while watching a video
of the trial). The resulting reports serve two purposes: First,
if the spoken language describes behavior that is visible
in the data (i.e. the label can be deduced from the data),
the report can be used to automatically segment and label
the time series. Second, if the spoken language provides
non-observable information, it can often give insight into
the participant’s mental model of the task and the resulting
thought processes, such as planning, evaluation, analogy, or
exception handling.
D. EEG
A wireless, 16 channel, and active electrode, electroencephalographic (EEG) system (g.Nautilus from g.Tec) is used
to collect brain signals from participants during experimental
activities. It provides additional information about each participants sensorimotor system, attention/focus, and user state
that may be correlated with behaviors. Electrode positions
use the International 1020 system. Data is recorded at more
than 512 Hz. The mobile EEG cap is stably secured on the
head by covering the entire scalp and stretching taut using
an under chin strap. Care is taken to reduce the effects of
other sensors on the cap, so that it remains stationary.
E. EMG
Electromyography (EMG) signals are captured with a
Plux biosignal hub, which transmits signals to the recording
computer systems via Bluetooth. The EMG sensors are
attached to the inner forearm with two or four electrodes
each. Figure 1 shows an electrode setup of four electrodes per

Fig. 2. Eye tracker, screen shot from the first person view camera, with
an overlay of the IR picture of the pupils and the gaze (green dots).

arm. A change in the amplitude of the EMG signal indicates
a contraction of the forearm which again indicates a possible
grasping event. The EMG signal can complement video or
motion capture data in situations where the hand is occluded
from the cameras. For example, when the participant picks up
a small object that lies between two bigger objects. Another
advantage of EMG is that it can provide information about
the force that is required to handle an object. Currently the
motion capture suit can cause interference with the EMG,
yielding strong, short artifacts.
F. Eye Tracker
The eye tracker is placed over the eyes using a frame
(much like regular glasses) with cameras mounted below
the eyes and above the brow (for the outward pointing
world view). The mobile eye tracker provides the participants
pupil positions, situated within their (first-person) view, as
they perform experimental activities. A world view camera
with a 100 degree wide angle lens provides a first person
video at resolutions of 1280x720, at 30 Hz. Two infrared
cameras directed at the eyes provide 120 Hz with resolutions
of 320x240. The eye tracker is connected to an Android
mobile phone. A calibration procedure is performed by every
participant, maintaining a standard 95% or greater gaze
confidence to ensure accuracy within as wide a field of view
as possible.
III. S YNCHRONIZED R ECORDING
The synchronized sensor data, together with the timealigned annotations, transformations or abstractions are referred to as the partitur file. The lowest level is formed by
raw sensor data, such as motion capture, video, environmental sound and EMG. Manual annotation or automatic
processing can extract relevant aspects of the streams and
can be time aligned to the raw data streams.Descriptions of
higher level events can be grounded in lower level events of
raw data streams. Eventually, this will form a hierarchy of
scene descriptions. For example ”bring a plate to the table”
is composed of ”take a plate, transport it, and put it on the
table.” ”Take the plate” is composed of ”reach for it, grasp
it, and lift it” where ”grasp” might refer to the raw data of

moving finger markers from the motion capture stream and
activity in the EMG stream indicating muscle contraction.
The recorded speech takes on a special role. The participants describe the scene from their own perspectives, with
varied degrees of detail. While models based on the other
streams are constructed in a bottom-up, physical process
to abstract symbols, the think aloud protocols can provide
insight into higher levels of description.
Synchronized recording means that the different clocks
which assign a timestamp to a sample are synchronized (give
approximately the same timestamps at the same point in
time) and that delay between the measurement and the time
stamp assignment is negligible or compensated.
A. Recording Software
The multi-sensor design of the experiment leads to a
time consuming setup period and a complex experimental
procedure. In order to reduce the operation complexity for
the experiment conductor, as many as possible steps in
the experiment should be automated. To meet these special
requirements, we had to develop our own recording software,
which is flexible enough to run distributed on multiple computers and support measure devices from different vendors
with different standards.
The recording software is built on top of a middle-ware
called Lab Streaming Layer (LSL)”1 , which we use for both
clock synchronization and streaming of (small throughput)
data streams. LSL has widespread use in the EEG community, but is also suitable for simple streaming of many kinds
of biosignals.
The recording software is implemented in pure Python and
has successfully be run on Linux as well as Windows.
B. Video Recording
Centralized and synchronized recording of all data streams
works well as long as the capacities of the recording machines are not exceeded. The total bit rate of all data streams
is too much to be recorded on one hard drive (even a fast
SSD). Consequently, we record video separately. In order
to ensure synchronized recording, the offset between the
machines is calculated and stored to correct the timestamps
during post processing.
IV. E XPERIMENT AUTOMATION
The multitude of different sensors within the experiment
entails a complex and time-consuming setup and execution
phase. The automation of even simple tasks becomes very
beneficial. The experiment involves showing instructions and
videos on a projector screen within the recording area in
between trials. The projector in use supports the pjlink
protocol, which enables switching the projector on/off as well
as an instant visual mute/unmute functionality. Additionally,
the lights can be switched using an HTTP-interface.
A retrospective session, for example, involves:
1 github.com/sccn/labstreaminglayer

Fig. 3. Participant grasping a water bottle, seen from a top view. The
black L on the upper rim of both pictures is a marker on the floor indicating
the coordinate origin.

lights off → unmute projector → show instructions → start
recording → show video → stop recording → mute projector
→ lights on
During the retrospective think aloud recording, a video is
shown to the participant. For each video frame a timestamp
is sent to the recording application, such that an alignment
with speech is possible.
The different program components are run as WAMP web
services, using the Python implementation of autobahn and
the crossbar.io router 2 . These modules were chosen for their
support for Windows and Linux, support for asynchronous
programming in Python 3.6, and their simple installation and
usage.
V. E XAMPLES
A. Motion capture example
A short segment of three seconds is chosen to illustrate
the data streams for a grasping action. Figure 4 shows the
position of both hands over time as trajectories in a three
dimensional space. The blue trajectory (corresponding to the
left hand) projects the grasping of a water bottle. The peak
of the blue line corresponds to the actual moment when the
bottle is reached. Both lines get closer, when the participant
holds the bottle in both hands. The lines are calculated with
the median over each dimension of all hand markers; missing
values were filled with linear interpolation. Two photos from
a top camera view can be seen in 3. The first photo shows
the grasping moment. In the second photo the bottle is in
the hand of the participant.
B. EMG and Sound example
Figure 5 shows three time aligned streams. The upper
trace is a plot of the audio signal from the head-mounted
microphone in which the participant says: ”I’m gonna grab
two little plates and two bowls, I think.” The middle plot
shows the same segment from the scene microphone. One
can see an abrupt change in volume (1), which corresponds
to the moment two plates are lifted and touch each other.
The lower plot shows data from one EMG channel recorded
on the right forearm. Here, again, the change in amplitude
corresponds to the grasping action (3). The plates are then
2 https://crossbar.io/autobahn/

Fig. 4. Position of hand markers over time. Unit is meters. Blue is the
median trajectory of all left hand markers, orange is the same for right.

04s So I am walking towards the table and I’m getting four
plates
10s for the boss and his partners
13s as well as my partner and I
20s in this case I use a tray because it’s just easier to handle
so many big things
27s then of course I take four glasses
31s then I proceed to move towards
34s the table
45s then I proceed to arrange it accordingly
47s so that it will be comfortable for all people
51s with respective distance between the two
The first line is a high level description of the planned
behavior. The second and third lines repeat the cover story
from the trial instructions. The fourth line describes a behavior together with the reason. This example shows that a
person can jump freely back and forth between the levels
of description. Unless explicitly instructed, participants tend
not to talk about low level processes.
C. Semantic Annotations

Fig. 5.

Raw-data streams: Time-aligned EMG and sound.

shifted to the left hand, which can be seen in the scene
microphone trace with the second burst (2). In the end, the
right hand grasps another object (4).
VI. P ROTOCOLS AND A NNOTATION
A. Protocol Analysis
On average, people talk more during the retrospective
protocol than concurrently, during the activity. While retrospective trials have 197.1 words on average, concurrent
trials have 156.9 words on average. Concurrent think-aloud
protocols have many short pauses, while retrospectives have
fewer, but longer pauses.
B. Think Aloud Transcription Example
The listing below shows the first lines of a think aloud
transcript. Each line corresponds to a consecutive speech
segment. The number at the start of each line is the second
in which the utterance began.

The annotation of the segments from the partitur file are
defined by a formal ontology. This ontology is designed
to provide descriptions for everyday activities with human
physiology and human mental concepts as well as with robot
body and formal reasoning.
The ontology supplying the labels for the annotation has
been designed using the principles proposed by Masolo et
al. and is created by using the DOLCE+DnS Ultralite ontology (DUL) as an overarching foundational framework [6],
[7]. Specific branches of the KnowRob knowledge model
pertaining to everyday activities [8], such as those involved
in table setting, have been consequently been aligned to the
DUL framework. Additional axiomatization that is beyond
the scope of description logics is integrated by means of the
Distributed Ontology Language [9]. For the labeling task at
hand, however, only the taxonomic model is employed to
classify events and objects.
VII. O UTLOOK
This paper gave on overview of the variety of sensors
that are used for the EASE table setting dataset and a series
of examples of the different data streams. In future works,
other everyday tasks could be considered, such as cleaning or cooking. The current sensor setup will probably be
maintained for some time. An extension with depth cameras
or 3D microphones may be considered. An extension using
coordinates of the objects over time is in the works.
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